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Students need to watch videos

So we need to provide access to videos: 

Without infringing copyright

Without violating licensing agreements
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Why is this a new problem?

Copyright issues

Classroom Teaching Exception doesn’t work online

TEACH Act – only clips of non-dramatic

Personal streaming accounts

Hulu, Netflix, Amazon Prime, etc. for personal 
viewing only
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Why do you need a decision tree?

To make sure you are not forgetting anything

To simplify your copyright analysis
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Four questions:

1) Do we already have it in streaming?

2) Is the film available in streaming?

3) Can we negotiate a streaming 
license or get permission to stream it?

4) Is this for an online-only course?
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Why create a flowchart?

There is a lot to keep up with...
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How requests are received
- Local request system
- Email/direct contact
- Vendor platforms

Dupe checking
- Patron

- Subject Librarian

- Collection Development
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Where to dupe check?*

- Back-end of library's system
- suppressed records
- notes of previous order attempts

- Vendor platforms
- bibs for pkgs loaded bi-weekly
- does this title need bib/order
- how/whether to explain to patrons

- multiple platforms
- start with public catalog

*Keep in mind intended use, PPRs needed?
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Library has DVD or VHS

Will vendor sell stream
- file delivery
- captions

Available elsewhere

Library has streaming

Leased or owned
Perpetual needed
Captions
Notify patron/Subject Librarian
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Create bib/order

Leased or perpetual
Does DVD include PPRs
If VHS, can we create DVD
Keep notes, date/initials
First time vendor
Time sensitive
Update Librarian/patron
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Seeking license

Leased or perpetual
DVD included
Whose platform
Previous license with vendor
Blanket available
Update previous/current license
Generic license on webpage
PPR included
Captions
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Secure license

Review
- Logo usage
- Multiple campuses
- PPRs
- Ok to create captions

Sign and countersign
Storing executed license
How often to review/update licenses
Correspondence file
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File delivery

Rip in-house
Digital delivery
Who does what and how
Will vendor host on their platform
Will Library host on their platform
Captions
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Vendor hosts

Create bib/order or not
- individual title purchase
- bibs bulk uploaded for packages
- access link in bib or vendor platform

Captions
Cataloging queue
Notifying patron
Can we also order DVD
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Library hosts

Bib/order record
Keeping track of expiring leases
Receiving/paying
Uploading to Mediaflo
Restricting access
Captions via Rev
Archival copy
Cataloging queue
Notify patron and subject librarian
Also order DVD
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Cataloging

Sharepoint task
Fields added to bib record

- Purchased or leased (500)
- PPR (540)
- Captions (546)
- Videos for hearing impaired (655)
- Fiscal year and funds used (691)
- Access (permalink) (856)
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Review: Four questions

1) Do we already have it in streaming?

2) Is the film available in streaming?

3) Can we negotiate a streaming 
license or get permission to stream it?

4) Is this for an online-only course?
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